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8. Interpreting the conflict in 
summary

Table 8.1 summarises some of the key codes we have made in placing the 
Solomons conflict into the comparative framework of Peacebuilding Compared. 
This chapter covers all but the last two sections of this table—on peacebuilding 
strengths and weaknesses, which are discussed in the next chapter. The plan of 
both chapters is not to work through all the entries in this table, but to draw out 
some themes. In the rough sequence of Table 8.1, this chapter aggregates topics 
in the table into a sequence of themes. 

Table 8.1 Summary of some codes, Solomon Islands; 650 other variables 
are coded

Structural factors at root of conflict

Is this a ‘consensus’ factor 
among analysts or ‘contested 
but credible’ as a possible 
factor?

Colonialis�m,	World	War	II	and	global	
market	forces�	leave	a	legacy	of	uneven	
development	and	anti-colonial	traditions�	of	
res�entment	over	it

Cons�ens�us�

A	divided	s�tate	without	a	nation	gains�	
independence

Cons�ens�us�

A	firs�t-pas�t-the-pos�t	electoral	s�ys�tem	in	
a	country	of	wantoks�	is�	conductive	to	
ins�tability;	corrupt	s�hadow	governments�	
s�eize	the	res�ultant	opportunities�	to	fund	
regime	changes�

Cons�ens�us�

Emigration	from	Malaita Cons�ens�us�

People	of	Guadalcanal	feel	they	are	not	
treated	with	dignity,	they	feel	dis�criminated	
agains�t	and	put	down	on	their	own	is�land

Cons�ens�us�

Malaitans�	res�ent	the	dearth	of	economic	
opportunities�	on	Malaita	and	the	difficulties�	
they	face	when	they	s�eize	economic	
opportunities�	available	on	Guadalcanal

Cons�ens�us�

Land	tens�ions�	in	intermarriage	between	
matrilineal	and	patrilineal	peoples�;	
internecine	and	intergenerational	conflict	
within	Gaudalcanal	landowning	groups�

Cons�ens�us�
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Ethnic	s�tereotyping Cons�ens�us�

Youth	bulge	of	unemployed	young	men Cons�ens�us�

Proximate factors
Politicians�	s�eek	political	advantage	by	
exploiting	grievances�	over	the	above	
s�tructural	factors�	to	open	ethic	divis�ions�

Cons�ens�us�

His�tory	of	res�ponding	to	violence	with	s�tate	
compens�ation	for	perpetrators�

Contes�ted	but	credible

Vacillation	back	and	forth	between	
res�ponding	to	violence	with	a	deaf	
ear	combined	with	police	violence	and	
res�ponding	with	political	dialogue	about	
pros�pects�	for	compens�ation

Contes�ted	but	credible

Militant	leaders�	s�take	a	claim	as�	leaders�	by	
vowing	to	overturn	grievances�;	young	men	
join	them	out	of	a	s�ens�e	of	grievance,	for	
excitement,	for	loot,	to	defend	the	dignity	
of	an	identity

Cons�ens�us�

Oppos�ition	politicians�	s�ee	opportunities�	to	
change	the	government	by	riding	to	power	
on	a	coup	enforced	by	militants�

Contes�ted	but	credible

Logging	and	other	bus�ines�s�	interes�ts�	
longing	for	a	more	captive	government	fund	
Members�	of	Parliament	who	s�upport	the	
coup

Contes�ted	but	credible

As�	a	res�ult	of	being	releas�ed	on	bail,	Harold	
Keke	becomes�	principal	s�poiler

Cons�ens�us�

Key triggering incidents
Premier	Alebua’s�	s�peech	of	30	November	
1998

Contes�ted	but	credible

Key war-making actors
Leaders�	of	the	IFM,	GLF,	MEF Cons�ens�us�

Malaitan	police	of	the	Joint	Operation Cons�ens�us�

Guadalcanal	Premier	Alebua Cons�ens�us�

Andrew	Nori	and	other	political	as�pirants�	
s�upportive	of	a	coup

Cons�ens�us�

The	s�hadow	government	of	bus�ines�s�	
backers�	of	the	coup

Contes�ted	but	credible

Key peacemaking actors
Militants�	made	peace	when	they	concluded	
they	had	been	us�ed,	s�urrendered	weapons�,	
reconciled	in	pris�on

Contes�ted	but	credible

RAMSI Cons�ens�us�
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Church	leaders�	including	Melanes�ian	
Brothers�,	SICA,	and	many	others�

Cons�ens�us�

Women’s�	leaders�	in	churches�,	Civil	Society	
Network,	National	Council	of	Women

Cons�ens�us�

Sycamore	Tree	Program,	World	Vis�ion	and	
other	peacebuilding	NGOs�	

Contes�ted	but	credible

National	Peace	Council	(International	Peace	
Monitoring	Group),	Peace	Monitoring	
Council

Contes�ted	but	credible

UNDP Contes�ted	but	credible

Guadalcanal	Plains�	Palm	Oil	Ltd	and	KFPL	
Timber,	Ringi	Cove,	s�howing	the	way	on	
land	res�olution

Cons�ens�us�

Solomon	Is�lands�	Development	Trus�t,	
Greenpeace,	Oxfam,	Kas�tom	Garden	and	
other	NGOs�	s�truggling	for	bottom-up	
development	alternatives�	to	dependency	on	
uns�us�tainable	logging

Contes�ted	but	credible

Hopefully,	the	new	Truth	and	Reconciliation	
Commis�s�ion

Contes�ted	and	remains�	to	be	s�een

Peacebuilding strengths
Res�ilience	in	moving	on	to	new	peace	
proces�s�es�	when	one	after	another	failed

Cons�ens�us�

National	Peace	Council,	Melanes�ian	
Brothers�,	Weapons�	Free	Village	Program	
and	other	civil	s�ociety	efforts�	accelerate	
weapons�	s�urrender

Contes�ted	but	credible

Announcement	effect	that	RAMSI	s�oldiers�	
will	arres�t	thos�e	with	guns�;	announcement	
accelerates�	effective	weapons�	s�urrender

Cons�ens�us�

Arres�t	of	Harold	Keke	(key	s�poiler)	further	
accelerates�	weapons�	s�urrender

Cons�ens�us�

In-line	Department	of	Finance	s�taff	quickly	
s�tem	fis�cal	haemorrhaging;	voluntary	tax	
compliance	increas�es�	as�	bar	is�	progres�s�ively	
rais�ed	on	improved	tax	adminis�tration	

Cons�ens�us�

Winners�	from	gaming	compens�ation,	
corruption	and	looting	convicted	and	
become	los�ers�

Contes�ted	but	credible

Auditor-General	s�hows�	true	grit	in	expos�ing	
corruption	from	2005

Cons�ens�us�

Sophis�ticated,	graduated,	audited	exit	by	
RAMSI	police

Contes�ted	but	credible

Peacebuilding weaknesses
Five	years�	delay	before	RAMSI	goes�	in Contes�ted	but	credible
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Mos�t	refugees�	have	not	returned	to	their	
homes�	by	2010;	many	mis�s�ed	financial	
as�s�is�tance	for	res�ettlement	becaus�e	of	
embezzlement	by	leaders�

Cons�ens�us�

Many	thous�ands�	of	refugees�	s�ettle	in	
s�quatter	s�ettlements�	on	the	fringe	of	
Honiara	and	are	deprived	of	bas�ic	s�ervices�	
as�	a	matter	of	government	policy;	crime	
breeds�	there

Cons�ens�us�

Corruption	at	the	top	is�	tolerated	in	the	
early	years�	of	RAMSI;	Leaders�hip	Code	
Commis�s�ion	and	Ombuds�man	barely	
function	

Contes�ted	but	credible

Inaction	s�o	far	on	s�olving	land	tens�ions� Cons�ens�us�

Gold	Ridge	mine	res�tart	of	production	s�till	
s�talled	in	2010

Cons�ens�us�

Combatant	reintegration	is�	a	dis�as�ter;	
reintegration	funds�	embezzled	by	their	
leaders�;	s�pecial	cons�tables�	program	further	
criminalis�es�	the	police;	weak	as�s�is�tance	
with	vocational	training	and	bus�ines�s�	
opportunities�	for	ex-combatants�;	after	
exces�s�ively	dominating	peace	negotiations�	
at	Towns�ville,	combatants�	excluded	from	
peace	proces�s�es�	thereafter;	bad	faith	in	
implementing	legis�lative	intent	of	Towns�ville	
amnes�ty	law	

Contes�ted	but	credible

Police	not	deployed	where	people	live,	
where	loggers�	rape,	where	needed	to	defus�e	
future	rural	inter-ethnic	conflict

Contes�ted	but	credible

Weak	linkages�	of	village	governance	up	to	
more	encompas�s�ing	levels�	of	governance

Contes�ted	but	credible

Reconciliation	crowded	out	by	s�tatebuilding	
and	s�tate	payments�	of	compens�ation	until	
2009

Contes�ted	but	credible

Bottom-up,	participatory	village	
development	and	education	crowded	out	by	
top-down	s�tatebuilding

Contes�ted	but	credible

Too	much	aid	funds�	expatriate	cons�ultants�	
who	are	denizens�	of	Honiara,	even	denizens�	
of	Rove	pris�on	after	midnight	(s�ee	Chapter	
9,	Footnote	9)

Contes�ted	but	credible

Indigenous�	ins�titutions�	ins�ufficiently	as�s�ert	
control	over	foreign-dominated	s�hadow	
economies�;	indigenous�	capacity	is�	crowded	
out	by	non-indigenous�	s�hadow	governments�

Contes�ted,	credible,	but	s�teering	
networked	governance	to	conquer	
s�pecific	drivers�	of	conflict	could	be	
a	more	productive	frame
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What structural factors were at the root of this 
conflict? 

Indignity	and	dis�crimination

Former prime minister Alebua’s analysis during one interview was that the IFM 
uprising was about frustration because attempts had been made by the people 
of Guadalcanal in 1978 and 1988 to raise their concerns about being overrun on 
their own lands before a desperate last attempt in 1998. He saw the uprising as 
an assertion of dignity by people who had been trodden on and ignored. That 
is one interpretation of the return to wearing traditional bark loincloths by IFM 
warriors to assert a shared Guale identity with a symbolic marker of difference.1 
It was an assertion of the dignity of who Guadalcanal fighters were. In colonial 
times, the people had a problem with outsiders putting themselves above Guales, 
and in recent decades they similarly had a problem with Malaitans doing this. 
They found it disrespectful for Malaitains to change place names on their island 
of Guadalcanal. They looked at a cabinet and a civil service in which a majority 
of those in the top jobs were Malaitans and felt discriminated against. ‘There is 
a promotion network among people from the same ethnic group. It’s who you 
know’ (Guadalcanal political leader). The other side of this is a Malaitan view 
that because they are more economically and bureaucratically successful, their 
children are discriminated against in the education system:

To obtain a place in secondary school a Malaitan child has to pass 
the national examination with very high marks, and placement is 
not guaranteed. This form of discrimination was set up to prevent 
Malaitans—who are the largest ethnic minority in the Solomons—from 
‘dominating’ other groups in the professions and government service. 
(Gegeo 2001:500)

Land	dis�putation

From the Malaitan side, one root cause might be seen as a failure of land law 
combined with rapid population growth putting pressure on land. In practical 
terms, thousands of Malaitans were driven off land they had paid for, from houses 
they had worked hard to build and farms and businesses they had laboured to 
develop, on Guadalcanal. Theirs was a legitimate grievance, too, which justified 
for them resort to arms—a grievance rooted in the failure of Solomons land law 
to give them certainty of tenure on leased land. An interesting aspect of the 

1 Sometimes this bare-bodied warrior dress was complemented with bits of khaki uniform they could lay 
their hands on and Rambo-style headbands (Carter 2006:42). 
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reconciliations that occurred in Rove prison between IFM and MEF militants 
was that they shared sympathy for each others’ predicament in that they had 
grievances over land matters that ‘fell on the deaf ears of government’. Each 
side genuinely understood the anger of the other at grievances being ignored by 
government, because they deeply felt a sense of being dismissed as well.2

This uncertainty also slowed the recovery of Guadalcanal. The Gold Ridge mine 
has still not moved into production at the time of writing in 2010 because no 
agreement had been secured with landowners on resumption of the lease for 
the mine. For cultural reasons, Solomons democracy since independence has 
consistently favoured retention of a land law under which only indigenous 
owners can hold title to land in perpetuity. Eighty-five per cent of the nation’s 
land is covered by traditional tenure. This need not preclude guarantees 
of secure long-term leases that enable investment to occur by foreigners or 
indigenes from other islands. The UNDP (2004:10) makes the point that ‘narrow 
land-focused initiatives’ can make conflict worse because in conditions in which 
customary non-violent dispute resolution has broken down any change is risky. 
On this analysis, the fundamental problem is not land law per se, but a want of 
dispute-resolution processes that are granted legitimacy by all parties to settle 
land disputes with dispatch and certainty. One interesting response to this on 
Malaita has been a family-tree program in which villagers are assisted to draw 
their family trees back a number of generations. This helps them to reframe the 
claims of those they are in dispute with over land, by seeing their adversaries 
in many cases as ultimately their relatives. Genealogies can also simply clarify 
what is in dispute for the disputants to discuss. AusAID’s Solomon Islands 
Strengthening of Land Administration Project and Community Sector Program 
and the National Peace Council have provided some support for this work.

Even such basic clarifying initiatives are not a good thing in all contexts. The 
problem is not just that Solomons land law can be predictable and knowable 
only at a local (as opposed to a national) level. It is that land is subject to 
crosscutting claims at the local level that are mostly not ownership claims, and 
therefore Western legal virtues such as predictability, knowability to outsiders 
and commensurability are unattainable. Debra McDougall (2005) has written an 
instructive piece on the ‘unintended consequences of clarification’ of land law 
on the island of Ranongga (New Georgia Group). McDougall’s (2005:82) analysis 
begins by conceding that 

2 Allen (2008:189–91) has developed this point: ‘Whilst the Guale ex-militants point to cultural differences 
with Malaitan settlers as one of their grievances, it is the government that is held responsible for creating the 
situation in the first place. Similarly, whilst Malaitans state that the Guale militants went “too far” with the 
use of violence during the land evictions, they also place ultimate responsibility on the government for not 
responding adequately to the Guale uprising and for creating the economic conditions which originally forced 
Malaitans to settle in Honiara and north Guadalcanal.’ ‘In this manner, Guales do not blame Malaitans for 
being there in the first place, and Malaitans do not blame Guales for wanting to evict them. Each side places 
the moral culpability upon the government’ (p. 189).
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[m]any Solomon Islanders of all walks of life would like to use legal 
means to secure customary rights to property and land—sometimes 
because they hope to start projects that will tap into translocal flows 
of cash, but sometimes because they worry that their children and 
grandchildren will have no garden land. 

While they might want to make land rights permanent and secure, they also 
understand that the process of doing so can endanger the value they place on 
an ethical way of living together. On Ranongga, McDougall found that islanders 
would, for example, accept gifts of food from the son of a man during that 
man’s funeral ritual to signify that they as members of a lineage with a claim on 
the land acknowledged that the son could continue to farm the land his father 
had cleared. Some might not accept money, however, lest this signify too much 
about sharing of the land that privileged the son’s usage. Material exchange at 
such rituals consolidates property usage rights, yet the speeches made during 
the rituals explicitly deny those very rights, or at least any exclusionary 
interpretation of them.

For those claiming to own land, cutting off other people in this way is not 
only politically risky—it is also counter to the ethics of landownership. 
In a Ranonggan variation on a pan-Pacific theme, the people of the land 
ought to be loving and generous to those other people who live under 
their care. I was often told that only usurpers fight about land in courts, 
because the real landowners are happy to welcome foreigners and would 
not aggressively assert social hierarchy. (McDougall 2005:83) 

Land disputes in McDougall’s data mostly did not turn on objections over the 
way land was used, but over failure to ask permission of the right people in the 
right way. Hence, it was common for winners in land disputes to then invite the 
loser to engage in the very land usage that the loser had fought for. ‘Rather than 
attempting to exclude others, Ranonggan disputants saw themselves as fighting 
for the right to invite others to share in their property. The right to invite 
others implies the power to cut them off, but I take the difference in emphasis 
as significant’ (McDougall 2005:86). The transfer of goods at ritual moments 
of vindication of certain property uses is not meant to signify alienation of 
property from recipients, but signifies appreciation, regard and kindness at 
moments of formally ratified sharing. ‘When differential property rights are 
articulated via exchange, very little is explicitly stated about who is who and 
who owns what. Such differentiation is accomplished implicitly, through the 
poetics of ritual exchange’ (McDougall 2005:90).

It follows that a problem that Ranonggans have with any codification of 
traditional land law is that codification cannot leave enough room to articulate 
land claims without cutting people off. The double move of verbally denying 
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property rights at the very moment they are ritually affirmed is a foundation 
of Ranonggan peacebuilding via the affirmation of sharing as the basis of unity 
and harmony. In such a ritual context, codification of customary land law can 
be a threat to peace (see also Scott 2000:73–4, 2007). 

In light of these insights, there is virtue in the Ministry of Justice and Legal 
Affairs consulting on a Tribal Land Disputes Resolution Panels Bill. It would 
replace the courts and legal practitioners with local panels of chiefs and leaders 
to resolve land disputes. This is part of a Justice Delivered Locally initiative 
of the ministry (Parliamentary Inquiry 2009:176). One way forward is flexibly 
creating space for local land-dispute resolution that can eschew rights to exclude 
in favour of rights to decide how to include foreigners in the sharing of land. 
Such an approach informed by McDougall’s insights might allow land law to be 
something that reinforces nation building rather than endangers it. 

Infras�tructure	and	inequality

Uncertain land tenure is just one cause of the poor long-term economic 
performance of Solomon Islands. The 2008 People’s Survey suggests that 72 
per cent of Solomon Islanders still do not have electricity (from either mains 
electricity, solar power or generator) (McMurray 2008:8), and even fewer own a 
telephone (though since 2008 mobile telephony has begun to take off). Seventy-
eight per cent of the population do not have water piped into their house (IMF 
2007:12). Resentments over the scramble between different ethnic groups for 
very limited employment opportunities in the formal economy were a root cause 
of the conflict. A road to the Weather Coast would help them to sell some of what 
they grow, especially as their produce diversifies with the support of local NGOs 
such as Kastom Garden. Investment targeting Malaita and access for ambitious 
Malaitans to Pacific temporary labour migration schemes in Australia and New 
Zealand would take some of the pressure off their migration to Guadalcanal 
(ironically, given the history of blackbirding).

It was the unequal distribution of economic opportunities that drove the 
conflict. A governor of the Central Bank argued that it was significant that the 
conflict was not led by people from the north of Guadalcanal ‘because they 
had economic opportunities’; rather it was led from the Weather Coast where 
poverty was desperate. In fact, all the Guale militant leaders were from the 
Weather Coast (Allen and Dinnen 2010). Grievance over regional poverty came 
out in Harold Keke’s trial when he lamented the lack of health centres and 
hospitals on the Weather Coast as causing unjust suffering.3 On this, it would 
be good to listen to Keke and build some health centres in more cut-off parts of 
the Weather Coast. 

3 Regina v Keke [2005] SBHC 48; HCSI-CRAC 254 of 2004 (18 March 2004). Regina v Harold Keke, Ronnie 
Cawa and Francis Lela, Criminal Case No. 254 of 2004, High Court of Solomon Islands. ‘Father Geve Case’.
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The	s�hadow	economy	of	logs�

The next structural issue that arises in Table 8.1 goes to the ideas of the shadow 
economy and the shadow state, particularly as manifest through the market for 
logs. There are 2.8 million hectares of forests in Solomon Islands, covering 85 
per cent of the land area, though only one-fifth of these forests are suitable for 
commercial logging (Greenpeace 2008:4). The governments of Prime Minister 
Mamaloni in the 1980s, but particularly between 1994 and 1997, were captured 
by Asian logging interests. Yet Mamaloni and his successors also used the 
multinational loggers; the capture was mutual and mutually beneficial. The 1993 
election saw the defeat of the Mamaloni government by a Francis Billy Hilly-led 
coalition committed to regulation of the logging industry’s trail of destruction. 
A Timber Control Unit was established, local processing encouraged in order 
to phase out whole-log exports and export duties were imposed (Fraenkel 
2004a:40). These were exactly the reforms needed to strengthen the nation’s 
economy and environment then, as now. Within a year, Billy Hilly’s government 
had fallen, allegedly as a result of the logger Marving Brothers bribing five 
ministers to desert the government (Kubutaulaka 1998:145) (see also Bennett 
2000:345 on the alleged role of Robert Goh in passing logger payments to achieve 
the demise of Billy Hilly). Those who crossed the floor to desert him were well 
rewarded and timber exports accelerated sharply (Dauvergne 1998:534). From 
1997, another reformist prime minister, Bart Ulufa’alu, also sought to restore 
integrity to forestry regulation, only to be ousted in the coup of 2000. The 
Ulufa’alu Forestry Bill was passed in 1999, but was never gazetted.

The patron–client relationships between indigenous politicians and Asian 
loggers that were strengthened by the demise of these two reforming prime 
ministers are distinguished from Indonesia’s crony capitalism by the fact that 
Solomons cronies had little interest in the Solomons beyond logs, whereas in 
Indonesia the cronies were also engaged in controlling banks and industrial 
capitalism. There were the same patterns of bribery of politicians to bypass 
regulatory controls, to grant logging concessions and to evade taxes and export 
duties. In Chapter 9, we discuss in more detail whether William Reno’s (1998, 
2000) concept of a shadow state dependent on a shadow economy, developed 
in certain African societies, is apt to describe the Solomons’ shadow economy 
of logs.

Another difference was that President Suharto, like President Ferdinand Marcos 
under his crony capitalism of logs in the Philippines (Dauvergne 1998), was 
the constant centre of power in Indonesia who controlled cronies such as 
his ethnically Chinese logging magnates. During the 1990s, Suharto played 
them off against each other. In Solomon Islands, it was the ethnically Chinese 
logging interests, particularly from Malaysia, who were more constant and the 
politicians more fungible. This should be qualified by saying that there was a 
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small core of Solomons politicians who always positioned themselves above the 
fray during the Tension and other times of crisis; these men, such as Sir Peter 
Kenilorea, were not fungible as political leaders, though of course they were still 
fungible as prime ministers. Melanesian big-man traditions meant a stable party 
system did not evolve in the British parliamentary institutions the Solomons 
inherited. Political big-men who survived by giving out largesse always wanted 
to be on the side that controlled the budget. They were routinely open to the 
highest bidder among foreign commercial interests willing to bribe them. So 
they changed sides regularly and lost office regularly when they lacked a patron 
who would provide cash to dispense to supporters below them. All of the six 
former prime ministers we interviewed said governments, including their own, 
lived in constant fear of defections lured by bribes; in the 1990s, one said that 
believe it or not there were Members of Parliament whose vote could be bought 
for as little as S$1000–2000. When we recounted this to a leading Chinese 
business identity, he said that various prime ministers who complained about 
their MPs allowing money from loggers to influence their loyalty themselves 
took money from loggers. In the most recent vote-buying allegation over a vote 
of no confidence in the prime minister, the former opposition leader was charged 
over an alleged bribe of S$50 000 to a government minister, Severino Nuaiasi, to 
change sides (O’Connor 2007a).

One business leader said that there was less business bribery since RAMSI 
was in town, as RAMSI enforcement concerns made business more cautious. 
Nevertheless, the ‘new Chinese’ who had arrived recently were quite aggressive 
in paying bribes and, for all business people,

you don’t say no to requests. You give as little as possible. For their 
part, politicians are trapped in the political culture. They can’t say no to 
requests for school fees, etc. If businesses do not help enough, politicians 
say, ‘I will mark you when I come to power and harm your company.’ So 
the businessmen are damned if they do, damned if they don’t. 

When unregulated logging boomed in the periods when politicians beholden 
to logging interests took over, the Solomons economy boomed. Cubic metres of 
log production increased more than twentyfold between the early 1960s and 
the early 1990s (Moore 2008:73). It was not a sustainable boom because once 
an area was logged out, the area not only stopped booming as the boom moved 
on to the next island, logged-out areas also left rivers and streams polluted, soil 
for agriculture eroded and ecosystems that supported wildlife for hunting and 
fishing devastated. Future opportunities for sustainable logging and eco-tourism 
were often lost. Many sacred sites were destroyed. The first boom was followed 
by the bust of the Asian financial crisis, which greatly reduced demand from 
Asian loggers. Then when political instability passed a certain threshold, many 
loggers disappeared for a few years after the Asian financial crisis. This evidence 
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of boom and bust matters because international comparative research suggests 
that economic volatility is a source of both violence as warfare (N. Ferguson 
2006) and violence as crime (Fischer 1999:Appendix N). Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 
suggest that the boom enabled by RAMSI security after 2004 was even steeper 
than the Mamaloni boom of the 1990s. This boom before the final bust of forest 
exhaustion was only temporarily restrained by the global financial crisis of 2009.
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Figure 8.1 Solomon Islands annual timber production, 1963–95 (’000 cu m)

Source: Frazer (1997:47)

Notes: Frazer’s data sources are as follows: Solomon Islands Statistics Office Statistical Bulletins, 9/85, 
15/88, 22/93; Central Bank of Solomon Islands Annual Reports, 1993–95; Solomon Islands Ministry of 
Natural Resources 1994 (reproduced from Allen forthcoming).
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Figure 8.2 Solomon Islands log production and exports, 1990–2008 (’000 cu m)

Sources: Central Bank of Solomon Islands (CBSI) Quarterly Reviews, 15(1)/2003, 16(4)/2004, 17(1)/2005, 
17(2)/2005, 20(1)/2008, 20(3)/2008, 21(1)/2009; Forestry Department Export Database; URS 2006 
(reproduced from Allen forthcoming).

Notes: CBSI log-export data are derived from the Customs Division via the National Statistics Office. 
According to an officer of the Economic Department of CBSI, the National Statistics Office did not 
report log-export data for 1998 and 1999 and has not reported such data since 2004 (D. Kiriau, Personal 
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communication, August 2009). CBSI log-production data are derived from the Forestry Department and 
can include a very small volume of logs that are consumed domestically. The Forestry Department Export 
Database data were reported in URS Sustainable Development (2006:10). Sustainable yield estimates made 
in 1995, 2000 and 2006 are also reported in URS Sustainable Development (2006).
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Figure 8.3 Value of Solomon Islands log exports, 1990–2008 (S$ and US$)

Sources: Central Bank of Solomon Islands (CBSI) Quarterly Reviews, 15(1)/2003, 16(4)/2004, 17(4)/2005, 
20(3)/2008, 21(1)/2009 (reproduced from Allen forthcoming).

Logging not only engenders a macroeconomic instability of boom and bust. We 
have also seen that it worsened micro-instabilities of internal and inter-communal 
conflicts over who had the right to profit from selling logging rights. Many local 
people and landowners have been complicit in driving an unsustainable logging 
industry and opening up local divisions and conflicts over logs. 

The lowest of many low points in logging policy was in 2007 when votes were 
being bought for a no-confidence motion in the Parliament. Six million dollars 
in donor funds allocated in the budget for tree replanting was raided to fund an 
announcement that each of the 50 electorates would have a sawmill built with 
the replanting monies. It was said that the approved mill only eventuated in 
the electorates of those who voted the right way. In an era of global warming, 
where Melanesia finds itself custodian of one of the three great remaining areas 
of tropical forest on the planet, Solomon Islands undermines donor confidence 
in its potential for donor support for forestry or carbon offsets with such 
reckless opportunism. Carbon offset cash will flow only to places where the risk 
assessment is strong that replanting undertakings will stick.4 The Solomons is 
not one of those places. 

The Forest Resources and Timber Regulations have some exemplary provisions 
that require any timber company that negotiates with a community to ‘meet with 

4 In current practice it is common, according to one Malaysian Chinese logging investor we interviewed, for 
paperwork to exist indicating that replanting is occurring when it is not. 
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the chosen representatives of the landowners in public’ and that such meetings 
must occur in the presence of the landowners’ legal advisor, representatives 
of the province and of the national government’s Forestry Division (Aqorau 
2008:250). The challenge is to transcend the culture of corruption and inaction 
in forestry regulation to allow such provisions to actually be implemented. 

Greenpeace (2008) produced a fine report, Securing the Future: An alternative 
plan for Solomon Island forests and economy, arguing for a sustainable government 
revenue by reducing boom harvest levels to an estimated ‘sustained yield’ level. 
By shifting to local processing rather than round-log export, by strengthening 
tax and customs compliance, cracking down both on blatant evasion and on 
double invoicing (Dauvergne 1999:537) transfer pricing, sound management of 
logging and replanting could give Solomon Islands a solid core to its economy 
in perpetuity. Just as its fishing stock could be a sustainably managed resource 
that increases in value as the world’s population increases and the global supply 
of fish declines, so tropical timber, sustainably managed, can be an increasingly 
valuable resource as the crisis of climate change deepens. The Greenpeace 
argument is for local community forestry producing sawn timber for export 
gradually supplanting multinational logging corporations.5 This means village-
based portable sawmilling from natural forest. Greenpeace’s report shows 
community eco-forestry is 58 per cent more profitable to landowners and 
governments than round logs for export. Greenpeace (2008:3) recommends an 
immediate moratorium on new logging licences and cancellation of existing 
licences whose holders are breaching their conditions or are not in compliance 
with the law. As Hviding (2003) warns, however, success can be extremely 
elusive for such projects; chiefs who Western environmentalists thought were 
allies can suddenly accept a lucrative deal with Asian logging corporations. 
Sustainability is most likely when green NGOs are led by Solomon Islanders 
‘steeped in the organisational frameworks of indigenous landholding groups’ 
(Hviding 2003:552; see also McDougall 2005). 

An alternative policy analysis is that calls for moratoriums have been ignored 
for too many years now. The best technical estimates are of exhaustion of the 
forests by 2014 (URS Sustainable Development 2006). Hence, one argument is 
that it is best for the government to focus on sustainable plantation models, 
especially village-owned plantations, at this late stage of forestry decline. That 
might deliver a huge national investment in tree replanting. One promising 
model has been the Forest Stewardship Council-certified KFPL Timber plantation 
at Ringi Cove in Western Province. It has a memorandum of understanding 
with each village in the plantation area that guarantees sustainability through 
replanting and a secure flow of royalties income, employment opportunities and 

5 In the 1990s, Dauvergne (1998:529) warned that exports from small Solomons sawmills were often of such 
poor quality that importers re-sawed it, reducing prices. 
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maintenance of infrastructure such as roads, electricity and water in perpetuity. 
At Ringi Cove, the company’s community relations department is effectively the 
government—or at least the level of government above village-level government 
that works and delivers something to citizens. KFPL Timber also provided a 
form of governance that, far from disenfranchising villages, enabled community 
building. As a result, Ringi Cove is one of the most harmonious and flourishing 
places one can visit in the Solomons. KFPL Timber is one of the largest employers 
in the country, with 1000 employees.

Figure 8.4 Children of the Lobi Community sit on a newly cut tree from the 
Greenpeace-supported eco-forestry project in their village, Lobi Community, 
Marovo Lagoon, Solomon Islands, 9 September 2004 

Photo: Greenpeace/Natalie Behring-Chisolm 

Carbon finance incentive payments could assist with funding the enforcement 
institutions needed to make either policy approach work. International pressure 
on the Solomon Islands Government to ensure it did not nobble forestry law 
enforcement could be built from the profound regional threat climate change 
poses to the Pacific. Two kinds of law enforcement capability transformations are 
needed here: one is corruption of politics and the bureaucracy by multinational 
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loggers (see pp. 70–74, 117–18); the other is shifting the focus of policing from 
towns to village constables who have authority to launch enforcement actions 
on breaches of conditions of logging licences (see pp. 68–70). In the past, local 
anti-logging activists have allegedly been murdered after they opposed Asian 
logging corporations (Greenpeace 2008:6). Clearly, there is also a need for police 
to be active in remote villages protecting the local agents of environmental 
change on whom reform depends. 

The Greenpeace vision for sustainable logging in Solomon Islands is instructive 
in terms of the tactical shift from which it has issued. In years past, Greenpeace 
campaigned by targeting specific multinational logging corporations and 
exposing their abuses. Inside the Solomons, this had minimal impact because 
the capture of national elites by logging interests was so widespread. Local 
elites were also getting some dollars in their pockets from the loggers as well as 
some non-elite landowners who became a grassroots constituency in support 
of unsustainable logging.6 Greenpeace realised it had to demonstrate to local 
elites and the ordinary villagers from whom they draw their authority that 
they could all be much better off by running their own community eco-
forestry and that this could be a benefit their grandchildren would continue 
to enjoy. Greenpeace is now developing eco-forestry in 60 communities. The 
Solomon Islands Development Trust and Greenpeace have worked together 
on community eco-forestry since 1995. In contrast with the returns from 
community eco-forestry, trickle-down from the multinational loggers does 
not last, causes internal divisions in the community between haves who were 
bought off and have-nots who missed out and devastates the environment that 
sustains their agriculture, hunting and fishing (WWF 2005:3.5). 

Forest certification has made little progress in the Solomons; all but one of 
the schemes that were getting under way in the late 1990s were shut down 
by the conflict (Wairiu 2004). By far the largest importer of Solomons log 
exports is China, where forest certification has no market visibility or traction. 
The Solomon Islands Forest Industry Association developed a Logging Code 
of Practice in 1996, which achieved little because ‘most loggers do not obey 
compulsory environmental regulations, let alone voluntary ones’ (Dauvergne 
1999:527).

Forestry has overall a gloomy history in the Solomons, with only small numbers 
of bright spots such as the Ringi Cove plantation and scattered community eco-
forestry projects. Nevertheless, in many tropical contexts, regrowth can be fast 
and opportunities for carbon financing are bound to escalate in decades ahead 

6 Allen (2009a) and Dauvergne (1999:535–6) point out that there is some scattered evidence of resistance as 
well, such as women and children forming ‘human shields’ to prevent logging machinery entering their land 
on Makira (Solomon Star, 13 January 2006). 
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in ways we cannot yet foresee. Once it has a credible forestry enforcement 
infrastructure, the Solomons must position itself to grasp these opportunities. 
It is never too late to seize the agenda of improved forestry enforcement even 
if all it accomplishes is to reduce the extent to which reckless extraction of the 
last large trees destroys small trees and ground cover (see Dauvergne 1999). 

Gold	Ridge

A secondary, but nevertheless important, resource conflict that was part of 
the complex of disputes at issue was Gold Ridge, an Australian mine opened 
only in 1998, the year conflict escalated. Guadalcanal people felt aggrieved that 
only a small proportion of the profits from the mine would go to the people of 
Guadalcanal. Locals had exaggerated views of the magnitude of those profits. A 
mine executive told us how a local leader had said to him that the mine was so 
important to the world economy that if the people of Guadalcanal kept the mine 
closed, this would push up the price of gold. They saw the mine as ‘financing an 
increasingly Malaitan dominated government and public sector’ (Carter 2004:2). 
The mine was the primary reason for a new demand in the 1999 version of the 
‘Demands by the Bona Fide and Indigenous People of Guadalcanal’. This was for 
50 per cent of all revenue generated from investments on Guadalcanal. 

A new Australian operator, Australian Solomons Gold Limited, took over the 
site in 2005. But at the time of writing it had not been able to reach agreement 
with landowners on terms for reopening. The workforce at the site in mid-2009 
to prepare the mine for opening included no Malaitans. Local women told the 
new operator that they had been pleased at first that the mine would create new 
employment opportunities. But then most women were glad when the conflict 
closed the mine. This was because the mine caused brother to fight brother 
over money and job opportunities.7 There was jealousy when the mine provided 
one village with a school ahead of another village. The women also blamed the 
mine for increasing access to alcohol and resultant domestic violence. Many 
men also do not want the mine to reopen. Among those who do, many have 
the commercially unrealistic view that because the gold is on their land, 100 
per cent of the benefit from exploiting it should go to locals. Conversely, many 
Malaitans in the government believe that too much of the benefit from the 

7 Filer and Macintyre (2006:224) have discussed, on the one hand, the dilemma in Melanesia that ‘mining, 
in spite of the problems it generates, appears to be a sure way that local people can gain employment, business 
opportunities, roads, hospitals and schools—the development that the government has been unable to 
deliver…[so they] construct their interests and attempt to manage their engagement with others to ensure 
they reap the benefits of development’. On the other hand, locals can quickly turn against mining because of 
the form that the ‘resource curse’ takes in Melanesia: 1) in political terms, competition on the national stage for 
resource rents (Banks 2005); 2) in cultural terms, unrealistic hopes and expectations (Guddemi 1997); and 3) in 
environmental terms, destruction of the agriculture/fishing/hunting environment that sustains the majority 
in order to deliver mining benefits to a minority (Filer 1990). 
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mine in 1998 was given to local landowners, who squandered it and wrecked 
the houses, the cars and the electricity lines that Gold Ridge delivered to their 
community. As lessees of the mine land, who then lease it on to the Australian 
operator, the government, or many within it, resist giving a larger share 
of royalties to landowners than the government receives. The mine operator 
expects the government to take responsibility for reconciling the tensions 
that persist around the mine; the government expects the operator to do so. 
Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil shows an alternative path to government, business 
and indigenous society sharing responsibility for creating a better future. 

Figure 8.5 IFM members on 3 November 2003 occupying the Gold Ridge 
mine site displaying weapons they said they had acquired since the 
Townsville Peace Agreement
 
Photo: Angela Wylie, The Age

Guadalcanal	Plains�	Palm	Oil	Limited

The only private employer on Guadalcanal bigger than Gold Ridge was the 
foreign-owned oil-palm plantation on the plains 40 minutes from Honiara. The 
majority of its workforce was Malaitan. This was a focus of resentment. All 
these Malaitan workers and their families were driven out in the conflict and 
have not returned. The oil-palm plantation stood alongside Gold Ridge and the 
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city of Honiara itself as a large development that had disintegrative impacts 
in opening up intergenerational and internecine conflicts over money for 
land, rents and royalties, which were nominated by Solomon Islander scholars 
Tarcisius Kabutaulaka (2001) and John Naitoro (2000, 2003) as causes of the 
Guale uprising. 

This business has reopened on the basis of a willingness to negotiate a 
completely different business model with the Guadalcanal landowners. In 2005, 
the Solomon Islands Government called for expressions of interest to rehabilitate 
the ransacked oil-palm business. New Britain Palm Oil Limited (the largest 
PNG producer), in turn owned by Malaysian interests, registered an interest. 
Separately, it took chiefs and women’s leaders from the plantation area on a tour 
of its New Britain plantation to see how it operated and how it collaborated with 
indigenous landowners. They liked what they saw and heard.

Previously, the land had been leased long-term by the government from the 
landowners, with the government in turn leasing it to the palm-oil company. 
The new operator and the landowners agreed to insist that the commercial 
relationship be simplified by cutting out the government. The government was 
persuaded to grant the land back to the landowners who then directly leased it 
for 50 years to the company under new terms that included an option for a 20-
year extension. The agreement was for the company to pay a quarterly rent of 
S$100/ha. Second, a monthly royalty of 10 per cent of the value of fresh fruit is 
paid, after deductions for shipment and storage. Third, landowners have 20 per 
cent equity in the company. Formerly, the royalty was 2 per cent (Fraenkel et 
al. 2010). A preference for hiring from the landowning community of 10 000–15 
000 people, followed by a preference for hiring from elsewhere in Guadalcanal, 
was the third part of the agreement. Many locals have other jobs or do not want 
plantation work, so approximately 30 per cent of the 1800 workers have been 
hired from other islands. None to date has come from Malaita, apart from a few 
who are married to local women. But now with all local demand for jobs on 
the plantation effectively satisfied and with the interest landowners now have 
in helping the business to flourish in the royalties returned to them, there is a 
debate about allowing limited numbers of Malaitans to return to the business. 
They would be highly respected Malaitan families at first with excellent 
plantation skills, to build confidence in gradual reintegration. High workforce 
turnover is a huge problem and a core of workers committed to the industry 
would help with this.

The new operation is based on the nucleus-estate model that has been extremely 
successful in West New Britain. The centralised commercial estate is surrounded 
by out-growers—in this case, landowners producing palm-oil on both registered 
and customary land—who piggyback on the company’s processing facilities, 
infrastructure and technical support. The company has ambitious plans to 
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expand both commercial and out-grower areas. But not all landowners are 
happy, as evidenced by two arson attacks on the company’s office in the past 
five years, allegedly by disgruntled landowners.

The company funds scholarships for landowners’ children to attend university 
and high school as well as vocational training in the workplace. The landowners 
have also decided to invest half their royalty payments mainly to fund 
scholarships; the fund has S$6 million already. The ANZ Bank, which is keen 
to attract funds and support a big, stable peacebuilding business, was paying 
10 per cent interest long term on the trust fund through the 2008–09 global 
financial crisis. The operator sees trustee education on transparency, deliberative 
agreement on how to invest royalties and responsible trusteeship for the future 
of their children as corporate citizenship obligations. 

New Britain Palm Oil Limited has been a leader in establishing an international 
organisation to continuously improve the sustainability of palm-oil production, 
with 260 members representing producers, consumers, the food and chemical 
industries and 12 NGO members: the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil 
(<www.RSPO.org>). The company’s head of research is vice-president of the 
roundtable. It hopes to be one of the first organisations to reach the certification 
standards. The Guadalcanal plantation has not yet achieved that certification. 
The company is committed to carbon-footprint reduction by eschewing 
planting that replaces primary forest or in any area having one or more High 
Conservation Values (a position it has been seeking to persuade the roundtable 
to in collaboration with WWF). They are considering plans to plant tropical 
trees on the perimeters of their plantations. They consult with WWF, the Nature 
Conservancy and Oxfam on their environmental planning.

Youth	bulge

The extreme youthfulness of the Solomon Islands population interacted with 
inter-island migration to Guadalcanal to create a youth bulge on Guadalcanal. 
Young men were separated from the discipline of village authority (including 
on the IFM side, where a core of Weather Coast militants roamed across 
Guadalcanal, and beyond) and separated from the discipline of employment 
after the economy crashed under the weight of the Tension. While there has 
been some semblance of a semi-organised gang phenomenon that has been used 
by politicians post-conflict in places such as Burns Creek and White River on 
the fringes of Honiara, this problem is nowhere near as deep and structured as 
it is in Port Moresby and certain other towns in both Papua New Guinea and 
Indonesia (Braithwaite et al. 2010a). 

The militant youth gang problem during the Tension had something in common 
with the Bougainvillean armed Raskols posing as BRA who in fact were semi-
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organised youth crime groups. Another common feature between Solomon 
Islands and Bougainville is that they did not persist as semi-organised criminal 
youth gangs in the way martial arts groups and former militias persisted for 
many years in Timor-Leste, Aceh and other former conflict areas in Indonesia as 
criminal organisations (Braithwaite et al. 2010a). Former militia leaders such as 
Jimmy Rasta, George Gray, Harold Keke and Andrew Te’e for different reasons 
are not organised-crime leaders in Solomon Islands today. There are no large 
heroin, marijuana and other illicit drug markets, illicit gambling or prostitution 
markets that have attracted organised crime groups. The Tension was an era of 
organised crime in extortion, protection rackets and armed robbery. But that 
era of organised crime effectively ended with the arrival of RAMSI. This is a 
fundamental reason why RAMSI is so highly valued by ordinary people. And 
indeed it has been a great contribution of RAMSI that a society that had a virulent 
problem of violent organised criminal gangs does not have this problem today. 
This is not to downplay the significance of the disorganised and semi-organised 
crime we have described as perpetrated by gatherings of disenchanted youth. 
These youth seek a collective solution to their marginalisation by asserting 
the dignity of some layer of identity that is important to them and that they 
perceive as having been disrespected.

What have been the proximate factors in the 
conflict?

We interpret proximate factors in this conflict to be the actions of certain 
politicians who, recognising how deep were the structural factors we have just 
summarised, and how deeply felt were the grievances associated with them, 
sought political advantage by encouraging a politics of ethnic resentment. We 
conclude it to be a contested but credible interpretation that Ezekiel Alebua, 
as Harold Keke alleged, recruited Keke and other Weather Coast militant 
leaders to stir up anger across all of Guadalcanal. This interpretation is 
contested by a number of the Guale militants interviewed by Matthew Allen; 
they played down the role of Alebua and attributed much greater agency 
to themselves. Indeed, Alebua contests this interpretation himself. It could 
be that discontent spun out of control in a way Alebua did not approve of, 
and when it did Alebua worked hard with other leaders to try to calm the 
violence. But at the very beginning, the limited evidence is consistent with 
Alebua encouraging the mobilisation of mobs of young men as a ploy to shore 
up his precarious hold on the premiership of Guadalcanal, partly as a result 
of his earlier failure as prime minister to back the ‘Demands by the Bona Fide 
and Indigenous People of Guadalcanal’. We also conclude that the agency of 
many local big-men was a proximate factor. Yet so were many very young 
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men railing against the authority of both their elders and the government, 
mobilising their followers around many more local identities than the master 
Guadalcanal and Malaita identities of the conflict’s height.

Conflict escalated to coup with the mobilisation of the MEF. That mobilisation 
happened largely because leaders such as Jimmy Rasta took a stand, saying 
Malaitans had been too patient waiting for the government to defend them; 
Malaitans must defend themselves. Young men spontaneously rallied to them in 
large numbers once they did that. They mostly joined up to defend their people, 
but prospects of excitement and loot for unemployed youth were probably in 
the mix. That having happened, ambitious men such as Andrew Nori became 
involved as strategists to steer the volatile political force that was the MEF. 
And multinational logging and other business interests became involved by 
bankrolling Members of Parliament who would install a new prime minister to 
replace Bart Ulufa’alu.

A history—including a very recent history—of compensation payouts by the 
state to those who threatened violence based on ethnic grievance possibly made 
both mobilisations more attractive ploys than they otherwise might have been. 
The state vacillated back and forth, at one moment responding to violence 
with a deaf ear and with police violence; at the next moment, responding with 
political dialogue that entailed prospects of compensation. This vacillation was 
not responsive and was not a fair and firm way of dealing with violence. 

What were the key triggering incidents?

The IFM often referred to the murders by Malaitans at Mt Austin as a 
precipitating grievance, but these murders were not a triggering incident 
because the Tension was not something triggered immediately in their 
aftermath. Both sides reported as precipitating incidents particular meetings 
with Prime Minister Ulufa’alu at which he did not seem to them to listen 
or respond empathically to their grievances. But again we cannot code these 
as triggering incidents because militants did not take to arms immediately 
after them. On the other hand, an inflammatory speech delivered by Premier 
Alebua on 30 November 1998 did spawn violence immediately afterwards, so 
this is coded as a triggering incident.

In retrospect, some interpret Premier Alebua posting bail for Harold Keke at 
the beginning of 1999 as a triggering incident because Keke then organised 
an escalation of the violence, and from then on was the largest individual 
obstacle to peace. But this was an escalation only after the conflict was well 
under way. This is therefore coded as a proximate factor in escalation rather 
than as a trigger. 
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Figure 8.6 Harold Keke praying in July 2003 with one of the Melanesian 
Brothers whom he was holding captive on the Weather Coast

Photo: Ben Bohane

Who were the key actors who fuelled the 
conflict?

It follows from the previous section that the key actors in starting the conflict 
were

• Premier Alebua, who influenced his relative Harold Keke and other IFM 
leaders, each of whom did their own enrolling of young militants

• Jimmy Rasta, Alex Bartlett and other MEF leaders and politicians such 
as Andrew Nori, Manasseh Sogavare and Sir Allan Kemakeza, who made 
themselves available to be enrolled by the MEF militants to overthrow Prime 
Minister Ulufa’alu 

• senior Malaitan police who defied the Constitution to stage the coup 

• business interests (mainly in logging) who certain informants rumoured 
bankrolled the parliamentary votes for the overthrow of Ulufa’alu (though it 
is impossible to be certain about these allegations).
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Who were the key peacebuilding actors?

Many of the key war-making actors subsequently became key peacebuilding 
actors. In prison, most of the militant leaders on both sides, along with Ezekiel 
Alebua, became leaders of reconciliation through the Sycamore Tree Program. 
The sincerity of some of these leading war makers turned peacemakers is 
contested, including by one of the leading Chinese powerbrokers of the 
Solomons:

Reconciliation is not coming from the heart from these former militants 
clutching their Bibles. They are not sincere. They will be doing the same 
thing as soon as RAMSI leaves. There is no hope for this generation. We 
have to wait until they grow old and put our hope in a new generation.

It was the militants themselves, along with Andrew Nori and scholar Tarcisius 
Tara Kabutaulaka, who were the key brokers of the (albeit flawed) Townsville 
peace, though the premiers of Guadalcanal and Malaita provinces also played 
their roles, and Sir Peter Kenilorea (2008) was also important. Sir Allan Kemakeza 
played the decisive role in inviting RAMSI in with a strong mandate that allowed 
RAMSI to become a singularly important peacebuilding actor. But it is hard to 
think of Sir Allan as unequivocally a ‘peacemaker’ when he embezzled so much 
of the money intended to support the peace! 

Female and male church leaders were the most consistently important 
peacebuilding actors, with the Melanesian Brothers especially important 
in terms of reconciliatory practice and weapons collection, and the Solomon 
Islands Christian Association was especially important in policy development 
and networking for peace. 

At the height of the power of the crowd in Solomon Islands history, when 
Snyder Rini was displaced as prime minister in April 2006, the two key 
nodes of practical power after Parliament House were the Governor-General’s 
residence and the Honiara Hotel, where its owner, Sir Thomas Chan, pulled 
the strings of the largest parliamentary faction, the one that anointed Rini 
and had supported Kemakeza before him. The second two sites of power were 
approached by the mob, but, unlike Parliament, were not stoned by it—not 
because of the protection of the police or military (national or international), 
but because of the protection of the Melanesian Brothers, who made peace 
with the angry citizens who approached.8 Even earlier, Qantas asked for the 
presence of Melanesian Brothers as a condition for it landing in Honiara during 
the Tension (Carter 2004:6). The Melanesian Brothers also did more effective 

8 In the case of the Honiara Hotel, a healthy number of Malaitan security personnel were also stationed to 
guard the premises.
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peacemaking than the police or the state in moving between the bunkers of 
both sides during the Tension to prevent more escalation than there might 
otherwise have been. The brothers had four semi-permanent camps between 
the bunkers where the machine guns of the two armies were positioned. The 
brothers themselves in our interviews believed that the most effective thing 
they did was to persuade both sides on many occasions to carry back bodies 
of enemies they had killed to their families. The brothers orchestrated this so 
fighters would meet those families and see the pain, especially of the women, 
as they thanked the fighters for returning their men. The Peace Monitoring 
Council (PMC) collected more weapons than RAMSI and it has been argued 
that most of the PMC weapons collection was actually accomplished by the 
Melanesian Brothers (Carter 2006:74–5). In fact, many church organisations 
played peacemaking roles to prevent the larger catastrophe that might have 
been on Guadalcanal. 

At the height of the Tension, a Civil Society Network emerged that coordinated 
energetic networking for peace from many organisations in civil society. 
Matthew Wale was one of many important leaders in that network. The National 
Council of Women was important for networking women’s organisations into 
peacebuilding—work that continued into 2010 with the conduct of restorative 
justice training, among other initiatives. 

We have argued that the Peace Monitoring Council and its successor, the 
National Peace Council (supported initially by the International Peace 
Monitoring Team), played  undervalued and highly multidimensional roles in 
promoting peace and reconciliation. World Vision and Oxfam played significant 
roles in reconciliation, trauma counselling and redevelopment, as did many 
other international NGOs and the donor community of nations. The Solomon 
Islands Development Trust has been the most important of many important 
local NGOs and has been one of the local NGOs that has worked effectively 
with Greenpeace in confronting the drivers of conflict in the money politics of 
logging. Not all was rosy in the NGO sector, however, and at the height of the 
conflict it was greatly divided against itself.

The United Nations played a much smaller part here than in most international 
peace operations. Nevertheless, the UNDP and other agencies have made some 
important contributions that have come up in our text. Major powers—the 
United States, China, the European Union, the United Kingdom and Japan (the 
former imperial masters)—did not play major roles. Australia and New Zealand 
had the trust of these powers to show regional leadership. 

Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil showed a path for restarting peace through 
development by taking active responsibility with chiefs and the government for 
untangling the land disputation that was holding back economic opportunities. 
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KFPL Timber at Ringi Cove similarly pioneered a strong model of collaborative 
economic development with chiefs based on sustainable management and long-
term land leases.

As usual, there were many others beyond those we have singled out; it takes 
more strategic actors to make peace than to make war. In the Solomons, there 
were many unsung peacemakers. In the next chapter, we consider the strengths 
that these actors at different levels of society had available to them to mobilise, 
and the peacebuilding weaknesses they had to transcend. 


